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this handy guide helps you learn how to correctly use the words over and more than so your writing
always sounds polished with examples over for about in or concerning don t cry over spilt milk he
rejoiced over his acquittal over for more than a sum of over ten thousand dollars upward of ten
thousand dollars is equally objectionable over for on the policeman struck him over the head the
selection between over and more than depends largely on the context and the style adopted by the writer
understanding the subtle differences in tone and the situations in which each term is most suitable can help
improve the clarity and effectiveness of your writing more than is a phrasal preposition it can be used as
a substitute for over more then is either a misspelling or a clue that you need to revise your sentence
you can remember to always choose more than since it is spelled with an a like the word appropriate you
were supposed to use more than or less than but in 2014 the ap stylebook changed to say you can write
it either way that both are acceptable in all uses to indicate a greater or lesser numerical value
examples salaries went up more than 20 a week salaries went up over 20 a week and the stock fell to
less than 40 per share understanding the appropriate context for utilizing more than a widely used
phrasal preposition in american english is crucial for achieving language precision within your writing
when you intend to convey an amount that surpasses another more than is the correct choice editors
prefer more than when discussing quantities because over is more commonly used as a preposition when
writers use over to indicate an amount over a specified number some believe that it could be potentially
confusing to readers when describing quantities you can use more than or over but more than is preferred
by many editors when describing a location use the preposition over the gregg reference manual states
either more than or over may be used before numbers but more than is preferable in formal writing gregg
adds in some situations especially involving age more than is not appropriate in writing you should aim to
be as clear and concise as possible over is simpler and clearer than more than original there were more
than two thousand people on the protest march more then and more than are often confused because they
sound similar more than is a phrasal preposition that means over and is used to compare an amount that
is greater than another more then is a common misspelling of more than more than is the only correct way
to spell the phrase and it s a prepositional phrase that means an amount of something that s greater
than another amount you should never use more then in your writing more than refers to amounts
quantities or numbers over can be used to refer to the proximity of one object versus another but it can
also refer to numbers amounts or quantities as well should you use more than or over in this sentence
they ve received 500 emails today unlike the words we ve focused on in many of our previous posts e g
appraise vs apprise and loathe vs loath more than vs over don t look or sound similar but what does
this mean the best time to use more than in speaking or in writing is when you re talking about a number
that can be counted as a general rule use more than before the use of a number here view definitions for
more than more than adverb as in besides compare synonyms synonyms strong matches also as well in
addition likewise too weak matches added to additionally along with and all apart from as well as
aside from beyond conjointly else exceeding exclusive of extra furthermore in conjunction with you use
more than to say that something is true to a greater degree than is necessary or than average
paragraphs are medium sized units of writing longer than sentences but shorter than sections chapters or
entire works because they connect the small ideas of individual sentences to a bigger idea paragraph
structure is essential to any writing for organization flow and comprehension more than english meaning
cambridge dictionary meaning of more than in english more than idiom add to word list very it s more than
likely that there s oil here under the ground i was more than a little i was very curious about the whole
business formal we will be more than glad happy willing to help you in any way we can 9 min read writing
vs reading which is more helpful every writer is confronted with this quote at some point if you want to
be a writer you must do two things above all others read a lot and write a lot there s no way around
these two things that i m aware of no shortcut stephen king
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when should you use over vs more than grammarly May 18 2024 this handy guide helps you learn how
to correctly use the words over and more than so your writing always sounds polished with examples
when to use over vs more than merriam webster Apr 17 2024 over for about in or concerning don t cry
over spilt milk he rejoiced over his acquittal over for more than a sum of over ten thousand dollars
upward of ten thousand dollars is equally objectionable over for on the policeman struck him over the
head
more than vs over what s the difference Mar 16 2024 the selection between over and more than depends
largely on the context and the style adopted by the writer understanding the subtle differences in tone
and the situations in which each term is most suitable can help improve the clarity and effectiveness of
your writing
more than or more then what s the difference writing Feb 15 2024 more than is a phrasal preposition it
can be used as a substitute for over more then is either a misspelling or a clue that you need to revise
your sentence you can remember to always choose more than since it is spelled with an a like the word
appropriate
more than vs over why the associated press changed its Jan 14 2024 you were supposed to use more
than or less than but in 2014 the ap stylebook changed to say you can write it either way that both
are acceptable in all uses to indicate a greater or lesser numerical value examples salaries went up more
than 20 a week salaries went up over 20 a week and the stock fell to less than 40 per share
more than or more then what s the difference Dec 13 2023 understanding the appropriate context for
utilizing more than a widely used phrasal preposition in american english is crucial for achieving language
precision within your writing when you intend to convey an amount that surpasses another more than is
the correct choice
over vs more than everyday use made easy yourdictionary Nov 12 2023 editors prefer more than when
discussing quantities because over is more commonly used as a preposition when writers use over to
indicate an amount over a specified number some believe that it could be potentially confusing to readers
more than vs over which should you use prowritingaid Oct 11 2023 when describing quantities you can
use more than or over but more than is preferred by many editors when describing a location use the
preposition over
over vs more than businesswritingblog Sep 10 2023 the gregg reference manual states either more than
or over may be used before numbers but more than is preferable in formal writing gregg adds in some
situations especially involving age more than is not appropriate
more than vs over the grammar guide prowritingaid Aug 09 2023 in writing you should aim to be as clear
and concise as possible over is simpler and clearer than more than original there were more than two
thousand people on the protest march
more then vs more than chegg writing Jul 08 2023 more then and more than are often confused because
they sound similar more than is a phrasal preposition that means over and is used to compare an amount
that is greater than another more then is a common misspelling of more than
more then or more than what s the difference between the Jun 07 2023 more than is the only correct way
to spell the phrase and it s a prepositional phrase that means an amount of something that s greater
than another amount you should never use more then in your writing
more than vs over what s the difference May 06 2023 more than refers to amounts quantities or numbers
over can be used to refer to the proximity of one object versus another but it can also refer to numbers
amounts or quantities as well
when to use more than vs over inpression editing Apr 05 2023 should you use more than or over in this
sentence they ve received 500 emails today unlike the words we ve focused on in many of our previous
posts e g appraise vs apprise and loathe vs loath more than vs over don t look or sound similar but
what does this mean
when to use more than or over lesson study com Mar 04 2023 the best time to use more than in speaking
or in writing is when you re talking about a number that can be counted as a general rule use more than
before the use of a number here
51 synonyms antonyms for more than thesaurus com Feb 03 2023 view definitions for more than more
than adverb as in besides compare synonyms synonyms strong matches also as well in addition likewise
too weak matches added to additionally along with and all apart from as well as aside from beyond
conjointly else exceeding exclusive of extra furthermore in conjunction with
more than definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 02 2023 you use more than to say that
something is true to a greater degree than is necessary or than average
paragraph structure how to write strong paragraphs grammarly Dec 01 2022 paragraphs are medium
sized units of writing longer than sentences but shorter than sections chapters or entire works because
they connect the small ideas of individual sentences to a bigger idea paragraph structure is essential to
any writing for organization flow and comprehension
more than english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 31 2022 more than english meaning cambridge
dictionary meaning of more than in english more than idiom add to word list very it s more than likely that
there s oil here under the ground i was more than a little i was very curious about the whole business
formal we will be more than glad happy willing to help you in any way we can
writing vs reading which is more helpful ashley dufault Sep 29 2022 9 min read writing vs reading which
is more helpful every writer is confronted with this quote at some point if you want to be a writer you
must do two things above all others read a lot and write a lot there s no way around these two things
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